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Introduction:

“A transparent smart e-governance with seamless access, secure and authentic flow of information crossing
the interdepartmental barrier and providing a fair and unbiased service to the citizen.” Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam

Today, citizens are becoming more and more conscious about their rights to get the required services at
their doorstep and both the state and central governments recognize the need to deliver faster and efficient
services to ordinary citizens through e-governance which is an effective instrument of administration.
odisha’s experience in e-governance and ICT initiatives has demonstrated significant success in improving
accessibility, cutting down costs, reducing corruption and extending help and increased access to un-served
groups. e-governance initiatives have reached millions of people belonging to these sections of society. It
helps to improve access to information and services because these have provided economic and social
development opportunities, facilitated participation and communication in policy and decision-making
processes and empowered the weakest groups. This has led to the fostering of a sense of ownership and the
building of social capital, which in turn, constitutes a basis for local revitalization The advent of IT as a
highly leveraged enabling tool for delivery of products and services has now redefined the fundamentals and
changed the institutions and their mechanisms of delivery forever. Technology has proliferated in all spheres
of Accompanied by the rapid growth of the internet there has been a concomitant rise in online
transactions. This information age paradigm shift is characterized by citizen and business integration driven
as it were by the choice of service providers and means of access. In this context the concept of public
governance has not gone unaffected. It too has seen a fundamental shift in the concept both in the manner
and method by which the e-governance initiatives are being implemented at the central, state and local
government levels through various PPP’s. This new practice of public administration has developed into the
concept of EG. It helps simplify processes and makes access to government information more easy for public
sector agencies and citizens.

E-governance is mainly associated with carrying out the functions and achieving the results of governance
through utilization of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) for delivering government services,
exchange of information, communication transactions. It comes under four basic models, Government-to-
Citizen (G2C), Government-to-Business (G2B), Government-to-Government (G2G) & Government-to-
Employees (G2E). Not to be confused with the term E-government which denotes its existence in public
administration combined with organizational change and new skills. This is a one way communication
protocol, whereas E-governance is a two way communication protocol which testifies that the services
intended to reach the desired individual have been met with.

Revenue and Disaster Management Department (R and DM Department) is one of the most important
departments of Govt. of Odisha as it directly affects common people of the state. The most important
activity of R and DM Department is to maintain Land Records with latest information and update it on real
time basis [4]. Various e-governance initiatives are taken up to ensure this. e-Governance initiatives enables
seamless flow of data across all relevant offices and public can access their own records. following are the
various e-governance initiatives .
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1. e-Mutation:

Mutation is change of entries in Record of Rights (ROR) as well as maps maintained

by Tahasildar. Mutation is necessary to update the records so that land revenue is collected

from rightful owner/user. Tahasildar can start mutation proceedings under rule 34 of Odisha

Survey and Settlement rules 1962 read with paragraph 17 of the Odisha Mutation Manual

on

(i) Receipt of intimation from Sub Register after registration

(ii) On receipt of intimation from any court

(iii) On receipt of intimation from Land Acquisition Collector

(iv) On receipt of application from any person interested

(v) On receipt of report from any subordinate offices

(vi) On his own motion.
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ICT intervention has made the system effective and transparent. The project e-

Mutation, also known as Land records management system, is an online mutation system

implemented in Odisha. The National Informatics Centre has developed a software for the

project. It is a transaction based work flow based online system for correction of ROR. The

transaction taken place in property registration will automatically be triggering for

correction of records in Tahsil. In addition to this, the applicant can submit the application at

the Tahasil with Single Window Operator (SWO).

The main objectives of the project are:

1. To bring faster, accuracy, transparency and correctness in updating the RoRs.

2. The transaction of landed property taking place in the Sub-Registrar office must

automatically be reflected at the Tahasil end for necessary updatation of the RoR. In

other cases as described earlier manual entry but digital processing is done.

3. The public must know his/her entitlement of landed property and do fair

transactions on those lands.

4. The citizen can know the status of his land and mutation case at anytime from

anywhere in the world.

The basic features are:

1. Role based access of the system for Single Window Operator (SWO),

Tahasildar/Addl. Tahasildars, Record Keeper (RK), Revenue Inspector (RI), Officer In

Charge (OIC) – Record Room etc.

2. The complete work flow is maintained and order sheet is written online. However,

the signatures of Officer/R.I. are put offline.

3. Secured data transmission and record updation using private network structure.

4. Biometric devices are used at the end of OIC-record room for record updation.

5. OTP based user activation.

6. SMS alert to tenants and other stakeholders.

7. Knowing status of the case by public at any stage is available.

8. Available of land records data for usage.

9. Helps higher authority to know status of mutation cases.

10. Better monitoring of the whole system.
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PROCESS FLOW DIAGRAM OF e-MUTATION:

DIFFERENT MUTATION TYPES COVERED IN e-MUTATION:
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Benefits:

1. Brings speed disposal of cases due to intervention of ICT. Less time will be

consumed in this process to dispose a case.

2. Its online nature saves paper, so also saves forest and environment.

3. Middle man concept is gone due to simple procedure in e-mutation process.

4. Brings transparency in system due to monitoring of higher authorities.

5. Information is disseminating to common man at his door step due to online

nature of the service delivery.

6. It will check corruption by buying time at the end of officials.

Challenges:

1. This digital process requires fast and un-interrupted internet connectivity. To provide

good internet facility to interior Tahasils of the states is a challenge even today.

2. The software has many internal loopholes which need to be addressed to provide

error less service.

2. e-Registration:

Compulsory registrable document involving transactions of immovable property requires

registration to be admissible in evidence. U/s 17 of Registration Act, 1908, instruments like

Sale, Gift, Exchange, Partition and Settlement which are non-testamentary having

consideration amount of Rs 100/- and more and which operates to create, declare, limit or

extinguish any right, title or interest in present or future require registration. Under ORTPS

Act time limit for completing registration is three days and time limit for delivery of a

registered document of sale/exchange is seven days. ICT intervention is necessary to

provide such quick service. The R and DM Department has undertaken “e-dhaRani”- a

comprehensive project of digitization and computerisation of Registration Offices across the

state. A significant capacity in terms of physical and technology infrastructure has been built

to implement e-dhaRani in a competent manner with a holistic perspective and speed. e-

dhaRani project has been launched since 4th January 2010. e-Registration includes

registration of all types of instruments, registration of societies, partnership firms .
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e-Registration project, a comprehensive project of automation and transformation of all 187 Registration

offices across the state have been undertaken by the Department.

The main objectives of the project are:

1. To provide hassle free services to the citizens through the use of information and

communication technology within a stipulated time notified under ORTPS Act.

2. Provide better turnaround times in the receipt, process and provision of all

services pertaining to registration.

The basic features are:

1. Market value configuration and Automated Property valuation.

2. Maintain all records in Digital, compressed and encrypted fprm in a central

repository.

3. SMS intimation to stakeholders.

4. Integration with Land records database (Bhulekh).

5. Online issuance of Encumbrance Certificate (EC) and Certified copy (CC).

6. Online registration of Partnership firm and Society Registration.

7. Online authentication with (UIDAI) and PAN database.

8. Automatic Transmission of form no – 3 to concerned Tahasil office for initiation

of mutation proceeding.

9. SSL Certificate for Secured Data Communication.

10. Payment Gateway Integration with SBI e-Pay Aadhar through Odisha Treasury

Portal.

11. Capture of digital Photo and Biometric Fingerprints of the parties.

12. Central Help Desk and Call Management System.

PROCESS FLOW DIAGRAM OF e-REGISTRATION:

A five step system for deed registration through e-Registration system is as under:

Help Desk Verification/
Validation

Data Entry Decision Delivery

Archival
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e-REGISTRATION PROCESS FLOW:

Benefits:

1. It encourages cashless transaction.

2. It is centralised and web based application software for all the 64 kinds of deeds.

3. It ensures transparency and accountability in registering the deeds.

4. It leaves little scope for middle man.

5. It will check corruption.

6. Its online nature saves paper, so also saves forest and environment.

Challenges:

1. This digital process requires fast and un-interrupted internet connectivity. To provide

good internet facility to interior Tahasils of the states is a challenge even today.

2. We are more dependent on technology which is prone to hackers, there by challence

to data security.

3. Dynamic Web Information System of Tahasils (DWIST):

This is an age of information. The Dynamic Web Information System of Tahasils (DWIST)

is a system to provide the Tahasil related information to public. It will help people in

accessing important information.
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The main objectives of the project are:

1. Providing the basic information of Tahasil to the public.

2. The contact information of Tahasildar and other staffs of tahasil are available online

for public.

3. Tahasil achievements can be known to the citizens.

The basic features are:

1. Bilingual web information both in Odia and English for the citizens.

2. The Tahasildar may provide authenticated information using their credentials.

3. Database information are automatically updated in the Tahasil websites.

4. Inhouse Content Management System is used for uniform layout for all 317 Tahasils.

PROCESS FLOW DIAGRAM OF DWIST:

Benefits:

1. Tahasil will no longer dependent media houses to inform public about its

achievements.

2. Beneficiaries can get information about their service pending at Tahasil level.

3. It will encourage paperless mode to disseminate information.

4. RTI activists will be benefited from this service, so also Tahasil employees.
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4. Document Management system (DMS):

The land record details, case records, maps and other documents scanned/digitised,

indexed and stored in computer system by this DMS project. DMS is a digitally storage and

retrieval system introduced for online storage and retrieval of records, indexing of data and

images etc.

The main objectives of the project are:

1. Preservation of Tahasil case records in Compactors.

2. Scanned soft copy of the document is stored in computer system.

3. Meta data storage of records for intelligent search facilities.

4. Easy retrieval of soft and hard copies of the Tahasil records.

5. Maintenance of flow of case records for court cases.

PROCESS FLOW DIAGRAM OF DMS:

.
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The basic features are:

1. Role based access for data Entry Operator (DEO), Record keeper and Tahasildars Physical
storage of document in compactor→Racks →Bundles. 

2. Standard metadata for each document.

3. Provision of unique identity number and barcode to each document for easy retrieval.

4. The mapping between hardcopy and soft copy of the document is established.

5. The flow of the document to courts and their movement is recorded in the soft ware.

6. Easily certified copy would be given to citizens.

7. Different MIS reports could be generated.

Benefits:

1. The records of Tahasil can be stored for many years as data is stored digitally. Paper

has a life but digital data lives for many years.

2. Ensures hassle free service as the Tahasil officials cannot claim case record is

missing, so content of case record cannot be revealed.

3. Tahasildar can himself access the case record digitally, which ensures better service

at his end.

4. Staffs in record room can be minimised.

Challenges:

1. In spite of availability of data of case record in soft copy format due to negligence of

hired staffs who have scanned data and lack of supervision of officers in Tahasil

during uploading of case records although soft copies of some case record is there,

hard copies of the case records are missing. According to Odisha Records Manual,

case cannot be continued on a record whose hard copy is missing. This requires

amendment of old rules.

2. Online data requires continuous supply of power which is still a dream in many

interior Tahasils.

5. Bhulekh-BhuNaksha:
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The Land Records Web Portal is known as “Bhulekh” in Odisha. The textual content of

the Land Records are available in “Bhulekh”and spatial content in “BhuNaksha”. These two

applications are linked for providing texual as well as spatial information to the citizens. The

RoR data of 51,693 nos of villages, 14777930 nos of Khatiyans, 54664632 nos of plots and
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32292238 nos of tenants detail are available in Bhulekh website. The village mao data are

also available for public view.

The main objectives of the project are:

1. Provisioning of texual and map information of Land records to the public.

2. Anyone may view the record from anywhere in the world.

3. Odia language is used for easy acess of low literate people.

4. Linking the Land Records data with other applications.

The basic features are:

1. Citizens can view their RoRs on the web from anywhere at any time.

2. Citizens can get certified copy of RoR from the Tahasil ofiice. It also helps the public

by making quick references by the Tahasil officials for issuing Caste certificates,

residential/Nativity certificates etc. It also saves time.

3. The weaker sections and low literate people can easily access the website as it is in

Odia language.

4. Builders, Scolars and Researchers get the benefit from Bhulekh dadabase for doing

different statistical analysis and hypothesis testing. The online Analytical Processing

(OLAP) of Bhulekh is good tool for the above mentioned stake holders.

5. Helps financial institutions to ascertain the ownership, land type and area of land for

sanctioning loan to the tenants for different purposes.

6. Helps govt. To locate/ identify land for industrialisation/social projects. The service
makes Land Acquisition process simpler.
Different Departments/Projects using Land Records data is shown below.BHULEKH
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Benefits:

1. The primary objective of Computerisation of Land Record Project to ensure

systematic maintenance and retrieval of land records, thereby providing prompt

service to the general public is fulfilled by this project.

2. It helps in handing mutation cases by knowing the tenant name and plot detail just in a

mouse click.

3. Common people now do not depend upon Tahasil office to know about detail of a

particular land. They are able to know about desired land record just in a mouse click.

Challenges:

1. The software “BHULEKH” suffered from deficiencies like inadequate system design and

inadequate input, validation and security controls.

2. The presence of duplicate and blank records for tenants and case numbers

rendered the data incomplete and unreliable and the inconsistent dates made the audit

trail deficient.

3. Deficient system design necessitated manual interventions which in

turn created scope for human errors and even manipulations.

6. Revenue Court Case Monitoring System (RCCMS):

The mutation cases along with Appeal cases are handled in Revenue Court Case

Monitoring System. The dadabase contains all the revenue case detail. The processing

stages and final disposal status are made available to public.

The main objectives of the project are:

1. Daily cause list is available in RCCMS and DWIST.

2. The applicant knows the status of case.

3. Final order of the case will be available.

The basic features are:

1. Captures all the case details.

2. The cases of Land Records Management System are automatically flows to RCCMS.

3. SMS is available for public regarding the case.
.
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Benefits:

1. Brings speed disposal of revenue cases due to intervention of ICT. Less time will

be consumed in this process to dispose a case.

2. Its online nature saves paper, so also saves forest and environment.

3. Brings transparency in system due to monitoring of higher authorities.

4. Information is disseminating to common man at his door step due to online

nature of the service delivery.

5. It will check corruption.

7. Manual of Tahasil Accounts (RCCMS):

To accomplish the Revenue works correctly, many registers are being maintained in Thasil

and Revenue Inspector’s office. One of the major activities of this department is rvenue

collection. The Revenue Inspector collects the revenue and deposit to the concerned govt.

Account. The Manual of Tahasil Accounts is for maintenance of error free registers and

reconciliation if any occurs in the system.

The main objectives of the project are:

Member (BOR)

Sub Collector

Collector and DM

RDC

ADM

Tahasildar
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1. Generation of Registers.

2. Reconciliation of Revenue.

The basic features are:

1. Registers such as Jamabandi, Tenants Ledger, Sadar Siha, Village wari Siha etc.

2. Deposit of Land Revenue by the Tenants from anywhere in the globe.

3. Maintenance of Revenue Collection database.

4. MIS reports.

Online Revenue collection can be shown pictorially as

Benefits:

1. The RI do not have to maintain 16 offline registers, which is cumbersome.

2. The common public will not wait the RI to come and can deposit their annual Land

dues online by sitting at their own house.

3. It will enhance Revenue collection by state due to simpler mode of money deposit.

4. It will encourage paperless transaction which is eco-friendly.

Challenges:

Common people in remote villages are still not comfortable in cashless transactions.
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Conclusion:

ICT has helped Tahasils helps in providing better service to common publics.

Different e-Governance initiatives have made Revenue Administration more effective and

transparent. Common people are greatly benefited from different e-Governance programs

of state govt. e-Governance initiatives make work paperless and are eco-friendly in its very

nature. . It curbs corruption and make the administration people friendly.

.


